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Name of the Activity / Event
Theme/Topic

Organised by
Venue

Date and Duration
Participants

File Accession Dossier

Budding Writers

Ga rde n

R. D. P.S

Classroom

06.02.2018/ 40 minutes

I(AtoE)

J

Intra Class Activities File

. To promote coXniLve skills of learners.

. To provide a pi'atform to the Iearners to exhibit their talent and creativity in written form.
' To enable the learners to recognize the elements needed to produce a piece of creative writing.. To develop constructive and competence abillty among the learners.

DESCRIPTION:

"The art of writing is the art of discovering what you believe.,,

Wrrting is e vit=l

-Gustav Flaubert

ihat opens ijp a vrci'icj oi possibiiiiies for anyone.'vVritten communication in
whatever language, even with the advent of the internet, is still a necessity. Writing allows controlled,
deliberate and powerful communication. Keeping this in mind and to make our young learners creatjve
writers, an intra class activity of 'Budding Writer; Theme: Garden' was coltd*€d for the learners of
class I (A - E)'All the learners were given opportunities to exhibit their writing ability in a skillful
manner. They were shown a picture of garden scene and were asked to write few lines after observing it
:arefully and patiently using their existing knowledge. It enabled them to use their imagination and
unveil their skills. Various significant issues related to the theme were addressed wherein learners were
motivated to plant more trees, water the plants regularly and to keep their surroundings clean.,.AIl the
learners seemed to be enthusiastic in showing their way of writing. This activity proved to be quite a

fasci'nating experience for alt the learners as it showcased their originality,and spontaneity. Learners
were zealous and their enthusiasm was reflected in the tines they wrote. Five best entries were selected
from all the sections out of which best five were awarded on the basis of clarity, competence, creativity,
and constructivism. Judges appreciated the students' efforts. Winners were awarded with ceftificates
and prizes. Such activities enhance their aesthetic domain and provide platform to exhibit their writing
skills. In a nutshell, the activity helped in achieving the above mentioned objectives.
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